Introduction
Metria Network is a multichain ecosystem that seamlessly allows you to
transfer your digital assets and transact across various block chains. The
goal is to solve the recurrent blockchain challenges of fragmentation,
scalability, and excessive transaction costs while maintaining security and
decentralisation. Metria Network, thus, encmpasses its own standalone
EVM-compatible blockchain protocol, which serves as the foundation for
the whole Metria ecosystem.

Challenges
Scalability, security, and decentralisation are the three pivotal characteristics of an
ideal blockchain. The Blockchain Trilemma represents the difficulties and constraints
present in current blockchain prototypes. The theory is extremely popular and states
that any attempt made to improve the protocol's overall efficiency would inevitably
compromise one of the network's three key qualities (as stated above).
Decentralisation would be compromised if any actions are taken to boost the
ecosystem's scalability while retaining security. Alternatively, attempts to strengthen
security and decentralisation, for example, may impede the platform's scalability. On
earlier blockchain ecosystems, striking a perfect balance between these three features
has been a difficult issue that few layer 2 solutions have managed to achieve. While
they initially had some success, they ended up undermining the composability and
liquidity of the layer 1 protocol that they were tasked with proving. All of these factors
must be considered while developing a new protocol that provides acceptable levels of
scalability, security, and decentralisation.
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Scalability
The growing adoption of blockchain applications
has resulted in a significant increase in the
volume of transactions carried out across the
network. These transactions pushed blockchain's
processing capacities to their limits, resulting in
delayed confirmations and severe backlogs,
exposing a major flaw in its design: the lack of
dynamic scaling qualities to meet demand. The
developer community has created new
blockchain protocols and layer 2 scalability
solutions on top of current protocols to suit the
growing industry demand for scalable blockchain
protocols. While they were effective in tackling
scaling concerns in their separate ecosystems to
some level, they also divided the ecosystem into
numerous protocols.

Fragmented Ecosystem
Multiple blockchain ecosystems, each with its own
language and design, have resulted in the formation of
isolated, self-contained silos. Presently, transactions of
cryptocurrencies and tokens created on a given
blockchain are restricted to that blockchain's native
environment. Due to this lack of flexibility, decentralised
apps (dApps) are cut off from the majority of liquidity
available on other blockchains. It also prevents users of
one ecosystem from using dApps on a separate protocol
unless they have the project's utility tokens or any
supported cryptocurrencies on the relative protocol. The
widespread adoption of DeFi and other dApps with
real-world applications in the consumer, government,
enterprise, and financial sectors is hampered by this
cycle of deprivation caused by a lack of interoperability.
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Low Liquidity
In any financial market, liquidity is crucial, and the
crypto market is no exception. DeFi apps have a
significant issue due to the uneven distribution of
liquidity across different blockchain protocols and
the lack of practical solutions that enable
blockchain interoperability. Even well-established
decentralised exchange (DEX) platforms are
currently experiencing difficulties as a result of a
lack of liquidity, causing them to fail in their
objective. The DEXs were expected to establish a
decentralised and fair trading environment with
regularly supplied, well-balanced liquidity pools to
ensure uninterrupted trades at cheaper costs,
thanks to their AMM methodology. It hasn't been
effective, though, because they haven't been able
to match liquidity to market demand.

High Transaction Fees
Each blockchain network charges a modest fee for
every transaction processed on the protocol. Due to the
rising use of DeFi applications and protocol scalability
concerns, transaction fees, also known as gas fees, on
the most extensively used network, Ethereum, have
reached new highs, making transactions impossible. The
average transaction cost has risen to $10.20 in the last
year, surpassing the previous high of $6 set during the
Cryptokitties event.
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Metria DeX
Metria DEX is the Metria Ecosystem's flagship DeFi product. It is a DeFi protocol that enables
exchange, swap, staking, and liquidity pool functions all in one place, regardless of the
blockchain. The DEX protocol, which is integrated with Metria's cross-chain asset bridges and
oracle network, allows users to trade any asset from any protocol for a very cheap charge.
Encompassing a large list of liquidity maps, Metria DEX uses the well-known AMM methodology.
Users across a variety of protocols can utilise Asset Bridges, to join farming pools. Liquidity
providers on Metria DEX can also participate in these pools within the Metria ecosystem to win
additional benefits. Metria DEX's integration with oracle networks allows it to deliver real-time
information on all high-yielding prospects across the whole crypto-currency ecosystem. The
information is available on the Metria DEX dashboard, where users may compare returns
across protocols and participate in them by making deposits straight from the dashboard.
Furthermore, these oracle networks allow the DEX to handle synthetic versions of real-world
assets such as stocks and commodities.
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Staking
Staking is an important part of any blockchain system, and it also provides a simple mechanism
for token holders to generate a steady source of money. The process involves pledging your
crypto assets to a blockchain network in order to support it and confirm transactions. It's
compatible with cryptocurrencies that process payments using the proof-of-stake approach.
The Metria network's staking contract, which serves as both an incentive and a requirement to
become a validator, streamlines the process by providing multiple staking options. Token
holders can continue staking on the Polygon, Ethereum, and Binance Smart Chain networks
until Metria's native blockchain protocol is released. Staking incentives vary based on the
protocol used and the type of staking contract selected by the staker.

Farming
Yield farming is a popular DeFi method for earning a passive income in the crypto world.
Metria DEX, is agnostic and supports tokens from different blockchains, and provides liquidity
pool participants with limitless yield farming potential. Community members can offer a wide
range of cryptocurrency pairs to the liquidity pools. These are rewarded with LP tokens as well
as a percentage of the trading fees earned by the exchange. Yield farming incentives are
proportional to the percentage share of one's contribution to the liquidity pool. Users can burn
their LP tokens at any time to withdraw their assets from the liquidity pool.

NFT Marketplace
Metria DEX is the Metria Ecosystem's flagship DeFi product. It is a DeFi protocol that enables
exchange, swap, staking, and liquidity pool functions all in one place, regardless of the
blockchain. The DEX protocol, which is integrated with Metria's cross-chain asset bridges and
oracle network, allows users to trade any asset from any protocol for a very cheap charge.
Encompassing a large list of liquidity maps, Metria DEX uses the well-known AMM methodology.
Users across a variety of protocols can utilise Asset Bridges, to join farming pools. Liquidity
providers on Metria DEX can also participate in these pools within the Metria ecosystem to win
additional benefits. Metria DEX's integration with oracle networks allows it to deliver real-time
information on all high-yielding prospects across the whole crypto-currency ecosystem. The
information is available on the Metria DEX dashboard, where users may compare returns
across protocols and participate in them by making deposits straight from the dashboard.
Furthermore, these oracle networks allow the DEX to handle synthetic versions of real-world
assets such as stocks and commodities.
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Initial Launch
The $METR tokens will be made available to the
public in two stages: an Initial DEX Offering to
whitelisted participants, followed by a public
listing on several DEXs like as QuickSwap,
Uniswap, and PancakeSwap, where anybody
can buy them.

Conclusion
Metria Network is proactively working towards fixing some of the long-standing problems
that have plagued the blockchain ecosystem. The project's team has determined that the
only way to enhance blockchain acceptance is to broaden the technology's applications
and lower the barriers to entry. The need for a universal blockchain solution has long
existed, and recent developments in the DeFi and NFT spaces, which have been positively
embraced by the majority of the global crypto community as well as the general public,
have heightened the sense of urgency to address it. Metria Network has mapped out a
detailed roadmap for the project's development over the next 16 months. The roadmap
consists of a rough schedule for the development of the Metria Network's main
capabilities, which will be followed by additional refinements, feature additions, and
ecosystem expansion.
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